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Ronald J. Ungewitter and Daniel C. Chan
Rocketdyne Div./Rockwell International
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ABSTRACT ] _
The design of modern liquid rocket engines requires the analysis of chamber
coolant channels to maximize the heat transfer while minimizing the coolant flow. Coolant
channels often do not remain at a constant cross section or at uniform curvature. New
designs require higher aspect ratio coolant channels than previously used. To broaden the
analysis capability and to complement standard analysis tools an investigation on the
accuracy of CFD predictions for coolant channel flow has been initiated. Validation of
CFD capabilities for coolant channel analysis will enhance the capabilities for optimizing
design parameters without resorting to extensive experimental testing. The eventual goal is
to use CFD to determine the flow fields of unique coolant channel designs and therefore
determine critical heat transfer coefficients.
In this presentation the accuracy of a particular CFD code is evaluated for turbulent
flows. The first part of the presentation is a comparison of numerical results to existing
cold flow data for square curved ducts (NASA CR-3367, "Measurements of Laminar and
Turbulent Flow in a Curved Duct with Thin Inlet Boundary Layers"). The results of this
comparison show good agreement with the relatively coarse experimental data. The second
part of the presentation compares two cases of higher aspect ratio channels (AR=2.5,10) to
show changes in axial and secondary flow strength. These cases match experimental work
presently in progress and will be used tbr future validation. The comparison shows
increased secondary flow strength of the higher aspect ratio case due to the change in radius
of curvature. The presentation includes a test case with a heated wall to demonstrate the
program's capability. The presentation concludes with an outline of the procedure used to
validate the CFD code for future design analysis.
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FLOW THROUGH A 90 SQUARE BENT DUCT Re=40,O00
AXIAL VELOCITY MAGNITUDE" Theta=60 deg
REACT3D CFD RESULTS EXPERIMENTAL DATA:
W/
469
FLOW THROUGH A 90 SQUARE BENT DUCT:
AXIAL VELOCITY MAGNITUDE- Y=0.25
Re=40,000
REACT3D CFD RESULTS EXPERIMENTAL DATA:
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REACT3D SOLUTION OF 60 DEG. RECT. DUCT
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